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USAGE-LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTIES

Warranty” includes one or more of such Warranties, and ref

BACKGROUND

erence to “the product claim” includes reference to one or
more of such claims.

[0001]

Manufacturers or retailers often sell extended War

ranties to customers as insurance against future product fail
ures. In many cases, When a customer buys a product, the

customer is given a choice of purchasing such an optional

extended Warranty. These optional extended Warranties alloW
the customer to receive support and product repair services
that are often above and beyond What is provided by any
standard Warranty associated With the product.
[0002] Certain customers, because of their usage patterns,
usage environment, or other factors, may be susceptible to
more product failures, and thus, may be more expensive to

[0009]

As used herein, the term “product usage limit” refers

to the amount of usage that a product undergoes or is intended

to undergo during a Warranty period. In one aspect, the prod
uct usage limit could include product usage per unit time, i.e.
product usage rate. In the case of a printer, a product usage

rate could include, for example, the number of pages printed
per month. In another aspect, the product usage limit could
include a cumulative product usage limit. In the case of a

printer, for example, Warranty coverage could be terminated
folloWing the printing of a set number of total pages over the

support than other customers. In this situation, a manufac
turer Will often price an extended Warranty at a higher cost to

lifetime of the printer.
[0010] As is used herein, the term “product Warranty” is
used to describe an optional Warranty that is purchased and

offset the expense of these high-usage customers. These
higher-cost Warranties are thus less attractive to loW-usage
customers due to their loWer expected usage of the product.

Warranty purchaser for service, repairs, and/or replacement of
the product during a Warranty period.

When a manufacturer sells an extended Warranty at a uniform

price to all customers, regardless of their usage, loW-usage
customers are effectively subsidiZing the support costs of

high-usage customers. Such uniform pricing may be high
enough to deter many loW-usage customers from purchasing

associated With a product in order to cover claims made by the

[0011] As used herein, the term “about” is used to provide
?exibility to a numerical range endpoint by providing that a
given value may be “a little above” or “a little beloW” the
endpoint. The degree of ?exibility of this term can be dictated

by the particular variable and Would be Within the knowledge

extended Warranties, and may be less than the support cost for

of those skilled in the art to determine based on experience

high-usage customers.

and the associated description herein.
[0012] As used herein, a plurality of items may be pre

[0003] It may thus be bene?cial for the manufacturer to
utiliZe a mechanism enabling price discrimination based on a

sented in a common list for convenience. HoWever, these lists

customer’s expected support costs. If the customer’s usage or
environment can be ob served and measured by the manufac
turer, retailer, or third party selling the Warranty, then the

should be construed as though each member of the list is
individually identi?ed as a separate and unique member.
Thus, no individual member of such list should be construed

manufacturer could discriminate based on these factors. In
particular, the manufacturer can offer a menu of Warranties,
each With its oWn usage limit and price. Such a mechanism
may thus be bene?cial to both consumers and Warranty sellers

as a de facto equivalent of any other member of the same list
solely based on their presentation in a common group Without

indications to the contrary.

to achieve equitable pricing and effective market segmenta

herein in a range format. It is to be understood that such a

tion across the range of consumers purchasing a particular

range format is used merely for convenience and brevity and
thus should be interpreted ?exibly to include not only the

product.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] FIG. 1 depicts a method of pricing limited use prod
uct Warranties associated With a product to increase pro?t in
accordance With one embodiment of the present disclosure;
and
[0005]

FIG. 2 shoWs a simpli?ed ?oW chart of a menu

selection method according to another embodiment of the

present disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0006]

Before the present invention is disclosed and

described, it is to be understood that this disclosure is not
limited to the particular structures, process steps, or materials
disclosed herein, but is extended to equivalents thereof as

[0013]

Numerical data may be expressed or presented

numerical values explicitly recited as the limits of the range,
but also to include all the individual numerical values or

sub-ranges encompassed Within that range as if each numeri
cal value and sub-range is explicitly recited. As an illustra
tion, a numerical range of “up to 1 year,” should be interpreted
to include not only the explicitly recited values of 0 to 1 year,
but also include individual values and sub-ranges Within the
indicated range. Thus, included in this numerical range are
sub-ranges, such as from 1-3 months, from 2-4 months, and
from 0-5 months, etc. This same principle applies to ranges
reciting only one numerical value. Furthermore, such an

interpretation should apply regardless of the breadth of the
range or the characteristics being described.
[0014] The present disclosure is directed to product War

ranties and methods for increasing the pro?tability of product

Would be recogniZed by those ordinarily skilled in the rel

Warranties. As described above, When a manufacturer sells an
extended Warranty priced at a uniform cost to all customers,

evant arts. It should also be understood that terminology

regardless of usage, loW-usage customers effectively subsi

employed herein is used for the purpose of describing par
ticular embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting.

many loW-usage customers forgo the purchase of extended

[0007] In describing and claiming the present disclosure,

diZe the support costs of high-usage customers. In such cases,

the folloWing terminology Will be used in accordance With the

Warranties because the cost of the Warranty outWeighs the
perceived bene?t given the customer’s expected use of the

de?nitions set forth beloW.

product. Similarly, customers having various usage expecta

[0008] It is noted that, as used herein, the singular forms of
“a,” “an,” and “the” include plural referents unless the context
clearly dictates otherWise. Thus, for example, reference to “a

tions may have varying expectations as to the cost of an

extended Warranty for the product. As such, by providing
customers With a selection of Warranty options having a vari
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ety of product usage limits and a variety of associated prices,

of Warranties is evaluated 34. It is then determined Whether or

customers can choose a Warranty that more closely suits their
needs. For example, a loW-usage customer can purchase a
Warranty at a loWer cost that covers repairs or replacements of
the product up to a speci?ed cumulative usage limit. Such a
system Will be more pro?table to a manufacturer or a distribu

not the expected pro?t for that menu is greater than the best
higher expected pro?t than the best menu so far, then a neW
menu is selected and the process is repeated. If the expected
pro?t is higher than the best menu so far, then the selected

tor due to capturing a greater share of the loW-usage market,

menu becomes the best menu so far 38, another menu is

While at the same time being more equitable to the customer
Who is noW paying for a Warranty that only covers their

selected and the process is repeated until some termination
condition is reached. It should be noted that in the ?rst itera
tion of the model, the ?rst menu selection Will become the
best menu so far and the process is repeated.
[0020] In another aspect, the method can further include

expected usage limit.
[0015] One dif?cult issue that arises is hoW to design and
price a menu of extended Warranties, Where each Warranty in
the menu has a different usage limit and purchase price. The
techniques disclosed herein present a solution to this problem
by determining hoW many different options to offer in a menu,

and for each option, the best price and usage limit. These
techniques thus design and price menus to achieve a greater
expected pro?t or larger market share for the manufacturer.
[0016]

There are many factors that a manufacturer may

consider to effectively design and price a Warranty menu. For
example, hoW does product usage rate affect the manufactur
er’s support costs? Speci?cally, What is the expected cost to
support a customer With usage u during the Warranty period?
Also, What is the usage rate distribution over the population of
customers? What are competitors offering? HoW much does a
customer choose among the various Warranty options on the
market? All of these factors should be Weighed carefully in
the manufacturer’s decision. The present methods assist a
manufacturer to make such decisions in an analytical and
automated Way.

[0017]

Accordingly, in one aspect of the present disclosure,

as is shoWn in FIG. 1, a method of pricing limited use product
Warranties associated With a product to increase pro?t is
provided. Such a method can include obtaining a failure rate

for a product 12, and selecting a ?rst plurality of potential
Warranty options 14, Where each Warranty option has an asso
ciated product usage limit and an associated Warranty pur
chase cost. In one aspect, the failure rate can be obtained by
accessing failure data associated With the product over a
computer netWork from a database on a server. It should be

noted that a failure rate is not necessarily a scalar value, but
instead can vary over time for each customer. For example, in
one aspect, the failure rate can be a function of the usage rate

of the product. In another aspect, the failure rate can be a
function of the age of the product. It is also to be understood
that the failure rate can be a function of both the usage rate and
the age of the product. It should be understood that failure rate
can thus be a function of any factor that can be related to the

failure of the product.
[0018] The method can additionally include utiliZing a
computer system to calculate a customer’s expected support

pro?t menu so far 36. If the selected menu does not have a

selecting a second plurality of potential Warranty options,
Where each Warranty option has an associated product usage
limit and an associated Warranty purchase cost. The above
recited process can then be repeated to calculate a provider’s

expected total pro?t for the second plurality of Warranty
options. Either the ?rst plurality of Warranty options or the
second plurality of Warranty options can then be retained. In
one speci?c aspect, the set of Warranty options that is retained

can be the options having the highest provider’s expected
total pro?t. Thus,the highest provider’s expected pro?t can be
determined by comparing the provider’s expected total pro?t
for the ?rst plurality of Warranty options With the provider’s
expected total pro?t for the second plurality of Warranty
options, and then either the ?rst or the second plurality of
Warranty options can be retained that has the highest provid

er’s expected total pro?t.
[0021] The following assumptions may be useful in clari
fying much of the folloWing mathematical discussion. It
should be noted that these de?nitions should not be seen as

limiting, and are merely presented for the sake of clari?ca
tion. For example, a heterogeneous group of customers With
a random usage U over an extended Warranty period [0,W]
Where W is the length in years of the Warranty, is assumed.
Additionally, Without a loss of generality, time can be scaled
such that WIl . It can also be assumed that customers knoW the

realiZation of their usage u over the Warranty period, and that

the Warranty provider knoWs the probability density function
g(u) of the usage among different customers.
[0022] As a general description of the model, in one aspect,
a Warranty provider can offer a menu of m+l numbers of
Warranties, represented by M:{(pi, 1i): iIO, . . . , m}, Where pl.

is the Warranty purchase cost and 11- is the usage limit for a
product. Thus, a customer that buys product i Will pay pl- for a
Warranty that Will cover up to cumulative usage limit 11-. If the
usage is greater than the usage limit, the customer Will be
exposed to the cost of repairing those failures that occur after
the usage limit. In some aspects, the situation (p0, l0):(0, 0)
can be included in the menu, thus representing customers Who
do not purchase a Warranty, and thus pay out of pocket for

cost based on the failure rate or failure rates for the product for

each failure during the extended Warranty period. There may

each of the ?rst plurality of Warranty options 16. In one
aspect, the computer system can be operatively coupled to the
computer netWork. Also, a customer demand for each of the
?rst plurality of Warranty options can be determined 18. The
method also includes utiliZing the computer system to calcu
late a provider’s expected option pro?t for each of the ?rst

also be one or more outside options available to customers,

representing Warranties or pay-as-you-go service offered by

competing Warranty providers.
[0023]

In one aspect, the method can include obtaining

failure and usage data in order to determine a failure rate for
a product. In one aspect, such a failure rate can be obtained by

plurality of Warranty options 20, and utiliZing the computer

accessing failure and usage data associated With the product

system to calculate a provider’s expected total pro?t for the

over a computer netWork from a database on a server. As the

?rst plurality of Warranty options 22.

database for failure and usage data of a product increases over

[0019] FIG. 2 describes a simpli?ed method of such a War
ranty selection system. A menu or selection of potential War

time, the estimation of the failure rate should increase, thus
alloWing a more accurate prediction of total expected pro?t

ranties is selected 32, and the expected pro?t from this menu

When establishing a plurality of Warranty options.
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a given product. Although a variety of methods can be utilized
to estimate the failure rate, in one nonlimiting aspect it can be
assumed that the number of failures N(t|u) up to time t is a

denote the pro?t for the provider from a customer With usage
u that selects Warranty product (pl, 11-) that is an element of M,
Where c, is the expected repair cost to the provider. vl-(u) and
therefore Jl.(u) and Zl.(u) are deterministic functions of u.
HoWever, vi, 1,, and Z, are random variables that depend on the

non-homogenous Poisson process With rate 7»(t|u) that is
increasing in usage rate u. Accordingly, Equation (I)

realiZation u of U.
[0030] There are many factors that in?uence consumers

[0024]

The failure rate can assist in the evaluation of cus

tomer’s potential costs and the provider’s potential pro?ts for

considering the purchase of an extended Warranty. For
example, a consumer may have brand and/or Warranty pro
vider preferences or prejudices, as Well as overall risk pref
erences as it pertains to product Warranties in general. Esti
mating the likelihood of a customer selecting a Warranty

represents the expected number of failures over the interval
[0, t] for a product With usage rate u.

[0025] Thus, the present methods generally include estab
lishing a ?rst selection of potential Warranty options, and
evaluating these Warranty options to determine the total
expected pro?t for using that selection of Warranties With a
product. A second selection of potential Warranty options is
then selected, and the total expected pro?t for this selection is
calculated. The selection of Warranty options having the high
est total expected pro?t can then be utiliZed, either as the list
of Warranties to be used With the product, or to compare With

additional selections of potential Warranty selections in order
to further improve the total expected pro?t.
[0026] The selection of Warranties can include potential
Warranties having various associated product usage limits and
Warranty purchase costs. In one aspect, a random selection of

potential Warranties can be chosen for each of the total

option can greatly improve the estimate of total expected
pro?t for a Warranty provider. In one aspect, such a likelihood,
or customer demand, can be subjectively estimated based on

past experience With consumers. In another aspect, determin
ing the customer demand for each of the plurality of Warranty
options can include utiliZing the computer system to calculate
a customer choice probability for each of the ?rst plurality of

Warranty options.
[0031] In some aspects, a model can be used to re?ect hoW
customers choose among the available extended Warranties

on the market, including those offered by the manufacturer,
and those offered by other service providers. The customer’s
decision is in?uenced by his oWn usage rate and possibly
other factors such as risk preference or brand loyalty, as has
been described. This choice can be affected by the attributes

of the extended Warranty options on the market, including

price, brand, and usage limits.

expected pro?t evaluations. In another aspect, a subsequent

[0032]

selection of potential Warranties can include a previous selec
tion of potential Warranties having one or more substituted

choice includes a customer’s price sensitivity. For example, it

potential Warranties. It should thus be recogniZed that any
method of generating a selection of potential Warranty
options should be considered to be Within the present scope.

ranty products and the outside alternative according to a tWo
step process. First, the customer With usage rate u selects
among the m+2 alternatives, including the outside alternative.
Let Il- be a random variable that takes value 1 if the customer
selects product i and Zero otherWise, and let Il-(u) be the

[0027] A computer system that can be can be utiliZed to
calculate a customer’s expected support cost based on the
failure rate for the product for each of the selection of War

ranty options. Although various methods for estimating the

One factor that in?uences a model of customer

can be assumed that a customer selects among the m+l War

random variable conditioned on usage U:l.1. Thus, under a

Multinominal Logit Model, We have Equation (VI):

customer’s expected support cost are contemplated, in one

aspect, the customer’s expected support cost includes the
Warranty purchase cost and an expected failure cost for fail
ures that are not Warranty-covered. In making the decision to
purchase a Warranty, a customer may evaluate the purchase

cost of a given Warranty against the customer’s expected
usage of the product, and hoW many failures may occur out
side of the Warranty for a given usage.
[0028] In one speci?c aspect, for example, a customer With
usage rate u Who selects product Warranty (pl, 11-) that is an

Where y>0 is a choice sensitivity parameter. When y is close to

element of M has expected cost according to Equation (II):

Zero customers are insensitive to Warranty costs and in the

J.-(14):Pi+CRv.-(u)
(11)
Where CR is the expected cost of a single failure, and vl-(u) is

ucts. When y is large, hoWever, customers are very sensitive to
Warranty costs and are likely to select the product With the
loWest cost. Intermediate values of y arise as customers may
have latent, Zero mean, errors in valuating Warranty costs.

the expected number of out-of-Warranty failures for product
Warranty i at usage rate u. vl.(u) can be further described by

Equation (III):
v,-(u):(A(l lu)-A(Z,-z4lu))+, iIO, l . . . , m

[0029]

(III)

Subsequently, if uéll. then vl.(u):0, Which then

increases for u>Il-. 7»+(x|u) can be reWritten as 7»(x|u) if x<l,
and Zero if x; 1. Let Ja(u) represent the expected cost of the
outside alternative a to a customer With usage rate u. Let

Equation (V)

limit they Would be equally likely to select any of the prod

[0033] In one aspect, the selection of potential Warranty
options can be evaluated using one choice sensitivity param
eter. Thus, a total expected pro?t for a selection of Warranties
Would be based on customers having similar cost sensitivity.

In another aspect, the selection of potential Warranty options
can be evaluated using more than one sensitivity parameter.

For example, the value of cost sensitivity parameter may
depend on customer’s usage rate, or other customer attributes.
In such cases, a more accurate total expected pro?t can be
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calculated because multiple cost sensitivities may better
re?ect the distribution of consumers that potentially Will pur
chase extended Warranties. In some aspects, the selection of

potential Warranty options can be evaluated using three or
more sensitivity parameters.
[0034] The provider’s expected pro?t can be calculated in a
variety of Ways. In one aspect, the expected pro?t to the

pays for all repairs out of pocket. Furthermore, the number of
choices for the Warranty selection can vary depending on the

number of intended usage limits and the dynamics of the
pro?t pricing situation. In one aspect, hoWever, there can be at
least tWo Warranty choices. In another aspect, there can be at
least three Warranty choices. In yet another aspect, there can
be at least four Warranty choices.

provider from a customer With usage u can be represented by

Equation (VIII):
m

EXAMPLES

Example 1
Simple Example With Discrete Usage Distribution

(VIII)

X04) = 2 2.1m.- (w)

Where Zl.(u)IIi(u) is the expected pro?t from option i from a
customer With usage limit u. Accordingly, the total expected
pro?t for all usage limits in the selection of potential Warran

ties is represented by Equation (IX):

[0037] The folloWing example utiliZes three usage limits
having the usage distribution P(U:1):P(U:3):1A and
P(U:2):1/2. The failure rate function is 7»(t|u):0te'3Z4 with (P1
and [3:05. This corresponds to a constant failure rate over

time that is exponentially increasing With usage. Three dif
ferent values of y are used for the choice model, namely

y:{0.01, 0.15, 0.3}. Furthermore, cost components are
c,:$100 and CR:$160. Ja(u):J0(u)-20 to make the alternative
$20 cheaper than the policy (p0, l0):(0, 0). For each value of
y, the provider’s expected pro?ts are computed under ?ve
different Warranty menus. The ?rst menu, referred to as Base,

consists only of the pay-as-you-go option (p0, l0):(0, 0). The
Of course, x depends on the Warranty products in M and any
outside alternatives, so one goal of the provider may be to
select the Warranty options (pl, 11.), i:1, . . . ,m to maximiZe the

expected pro?t per customer, assuming that the outside alter
native Ja(u) is known.
[0035] In another aspect of the present invention, a product
Warranty selection system is provided. Such a system can
include a product and a product Warranty selection menu
including a plurality of Warranty choices and a plurality of

product usage limits, Where each of the plurality of Warranty
choices is associated With a different product usage limit.
Furthermore, the product Warranty selection menu can be
determined to increase pro?t according to the methods
described above. The method can further include a selection

mechanism that is con?gured such that the selection of a

second menu, Base', contains the pay-as-you-go option (p0,

l0):(0, 0) and an optimally-priced unlimited-usage Warranty
product (p*, 3). These tWo base menus are compared With
menus containing tWo, three and four products, in Which the

pay-as-you-go product (p0, l0):(0, 0) is alWays included, and
the additional Warranty products are selected to maximiZe
pro?t. The values for usage limits / are restricted to be in {1,
2, 3}. The combination of three values of y and ?ve Warranty
menus produces ?fteen distinct Warranty selection scenarios.
[0038] This example demonstrates that offering a usage
dependent Warranty menu can signi?cantly improve a pro

vider’s pro?ts. When only tWo Warranty products are alloWed,
With one being (0, 0), the other is typically (p*l, 1) and the
improvements range from 13% for consumers that are not
price sensitive to 1 12% for consumers that are price sensitive.

speci?c product usage limit from the Warranty choices of the

When four Warranty products are alloWed, the overall pro?t is

product Warranty selection menu associates a speci?c War

increased, ranging from 41% to 122% relative to Base‘. Table

ranty matching the speci?c product usage limit With the prod

1 compares Base' With usage-limited Warranty menus con

uct.

taining tWo, three and four service products for y:0.15. For
Additionally, in one aspect, the system can further

this particular value of y, We see that a tWo-Warranty menu,

comprise a plurality of product Warranty prices, Where each

[0036]

the pro?t improvement over the Base' scenario is 93%. A
three-Warranty menu provides a pro?t improvement of 101 %
over the Base' scenario. A four-Warranty meny provides a
pro?t improvement of 102% over the Base' scenario. Thus,
the majority of bene?t is extracted from offering the ?rst tWo

of the plurality of product usage limits is associated With a
different product Warranty price. Such usage limits can vary
depending on the type of product to Which the Warranty is
associated. In some cases, the Warranty choices can also
include a pay-as-you-go Warranty choice, Where a customer

Warranty options.
TABLE 1
Performance of Different Warranty Menus Relative to Base’ for y = 0.15

Menu

Revenue

Rel Impr’

po

10

pl

11

Base
Base’
2
3
4

$ 8.23
$ 59.80
$115.37
$120.34
$120.80

—86%
0%
93%
101%
102%

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

0
0
0
0
0

$185.35
$229.53
$229.53

1
1
1

p2

$398.91
$398.91

12

2
2

p3

13

$673.87

3

$646.44

3
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Example 2
Exemplary Printer Data
[0039] The following example demonstrates using War
ranty option pricing to increase pro?tability for a generic

in a pro?t improvement to $3 6 .50. If the menu can alloW three

options, the optimal menu is option 1 With usage limit 4,000
MPV priced at $100, option 2 With usage limit 10,000 MPV
priced at $130 and option 3 With usage limit 18,000 MPV

pricedat $180, i.e., (p*l, 1*l):($100, 4000), (p*2, 1*2):($130,

printer. Assume that failure and usage data of a generic printer
are analyzed With 20,216 installed bases to obtain the failure

10000), (p*3, 1* 3):($1 80, 18000), resulting in an even higher
pro?t $39.62. If the menu has four options, the pro?t
increases to $41.45 by setting the menu: option 1 With usage
limit 2000 MPV priced at $100, option 2 With usage limit
5000 MPV priced at $110, option 3 With usage limit 10000
MPV priced at $130 and option 4 With usage limit 18000

process Mtlu). Since the failure data is much more reliable
Within the ?rst year, the extended Warranty period is assumed
to be [0,W]:[0, 1] and the failure data of the ?rst year after
installation is used for the extended period to conduct numeri
cal analysis. Also assume that the expected cost to the pro
vider for each failure is c,:$332, and CR:$689 per repair as

MPV priced at $180, i.e., (p*l,1*l):($100,2000), (p*2,1*2)

:($110, 5000), (p*3, l*3):($130, 10000), (p*4, l*4):($180,
18000). As illustrated by this example, With more usage
based options in the Warranty the provider can obtain higher
revenues by further segmenting the market optimally through

pay-as-you-go cost. For customer choice sensitivity param

eter y:0.2, the optimal Warranty Without usage limit is deter
mined to be priced at $1 10 resulting in a pro?t of $14.27. If the
number of usage-based Warranty options in the menu is
restricted to be one, the optimal option With usage limit

usage-based Warranty options.
[0040]

For the same eta:0.8, the optimal pro?ts can be

compared With and Without usage-based Warranty for various

13,000 monthly page volume (MPV) priced at $110, i.e.,
(p* 1, 1* l):($110, 13000), can double the pro?t of the provider

values of gamma, and it is clear that using one usage-based

to $28.62. If the menu has tWo options, the optimal menu is

Warranty option provides the provider With signi?cant pro?t

option 1 With usage limit 7,000 MPV priced at $110 and
option 2 With usage limit 16,000 MPV priced at $150, i.e.,

improvement, as is illustrated in Table 2 and 3. It should be
noted that eta is the fraction of the provider’s repair cost that

(p*l,l*l):($110, 7000), (p*2, l*2):($150, 16000), resulting

a competing service provider charges per repair.
TABLE 2

Optimal One-Option Menu as hVaries From 0.1 to 1
v

Opt. usage lim.

0.1

0.2

0.3

14000

13000

13000

120

110

110

13000

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

13000

13000

13000

13000

17000

21000

110

110

110

110

110

110

(MPV)
Opt. priceW/

usage lim. (35)
Opt. pro?t W/

28.05

28.64

29.38

29.70

29.85

29.91

29.95

29.97

24.85

21.16

68.2

85.2

87.0

87.8

88.2

88.4

88.5

88.6

89.2

89.2

usage lim. (35)
Provider’s market

share (%)
Opt. priceW/o

120

110

110

110

110

110

110

110

110

usage lim. (35)
Opt. pro?t W/O

15.42

14.30

14.90

15.17

15.29

15.35

15.38

15.40

15.41

15.42

69.1

86.0

87.7

88.4

88.8

89.0

89.1

89.1

89.2

89.2

usage lim. (35)
Provider’s market

share (%)
Improvement Of

82%

100%

97%

96%

95%

95%

95%

95%

61%

37%

pro?t

TABLE 3
Optimal One-Option Menu as hVaries From 0.01 to 0.1
V

Opt. usage lim.

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.1

14000

15000

16000

16000

15000

14000

14000

14000

14000

14000

240

180

160

140

130

130

120

120

120

(MPV)
Opt. price W/

usage lim. (35)
Opt. pro?t W/

59.44

45.20

38.25

34.05

31.54

30.02

28.90

28.42

28.20

28.05

51.3

48.8

48.9

49.4

52.1

57.8

56.8

67.9

68.1

68.2

usage lim. (35)
Provider’s market

share (%)
Opt. price W/O

270

200

180

150

140

130

130

130

120

usage lim. (35)
Opt. pro?tW/o

usage lim. (35)

55.74

39.63

31.20

25.81

21.14

19.67

17.89

16.85

15.97

15.42
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TABLE 3-continued
Optimal One-Option Menu as hVaries From 0.01 to 0.1

Provider’s market

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.1

50.8

47.9

44.8

46.5

47.7

51.8

59.0

58.0

57.0

69.1

7%

14%

23%

32%

49%

53%

62%

69%

77%

82%

share (%)
Improvement of

pro?t

[0041] While the invention has been described With reference to certain preferred embodiments, those skilled in the art

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein determining the cus
tomer expected demand for each of the ?rst plurality of War

Will appreciate that various modi?cations, changes, omis

ranty options further includes utilizing the computer system

sions, and substitutions can be made Without departing from
the spirit of the disclosure. It is therefore intended that the

plurality of Warranty options.

invention be limited only by the scope of the appended
claims.
What is claimed is:
1. A method of pricing limited use product Warranties to

increase pro?t, comprising:
a) obtaining a failure rate for a product by accessing failure
and usage data over a computer network from a database
on a server;

b) selecting a ?rst plurality of potential Warranty options,
Wherein each Warranty option has an associated product
usage limit and an associated Warranty purchase cost;
c) utilizing a computer system to calculate a customer’s
expected support cost based on the failure rate for the

product for each of the ?rst plurality of Warranty options;
d) determining an expected customer demand for each of

the ?rst plurality of Warranty options;
e) utilizing the computer system to calculate a provider’s
expected option pro?t for each of the ?rst plurality of
Warranty options; and
f) utilizing the computer system to calculate a provider’s
expected total pro?t for the ?rst plurality of Warranty

options.
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

selecting a second plurality of potential Warranty options,
Wherein each Warranty option has an associated product
usage limit and an associated Warranty purchase cost;

repeating steps c) through c) and calculating a provider’s
expected total pro?t for the second plurality of Warranty
options; and
retaining either the ?rst plurality of Warranty options or the
second plurality of Warranty options.
3. The method of claim 2, Wherein retaining the ?rst plu
rality of Warranty options or the second plurality of Warranty
options includes:
determining a highest provider’s expected pro?t by com
paring the provider’s expected total pro?t for the ?rst
plurality of Warranty options With the provider’s
expected total pro?t for the second plurality of Warranty
options; and
retaining the Warranty options associated With the highest

provider’s expected total pro?t.
4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the customer’s expected
support cost includes the Warranty purchase cost and an
expected repair cost for failures that are not Warranty-cov
ered.

to calculate a customer choice probability for each of the ?rst

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising utilizing a
customer cost sensitivity parameter to calculate the customer

choice probability.
7. The method of claim 5, further comprising utilizing a
plurality of customer cost sensitivity parameters to calculate
the customer choice probability, Wherein each of the plurality
of customer cost sensitivity parameters is different.
8. The method of claim 1, Wherein the provider’s expected
option pro?t is based on the customer’s expected cost and the
customer expected demand.
9. The method of claim 1, Wherein calculating a provider’s

expected total pro?t includes summing the provider’s
expected option pro?ts for the ?rst plurality of Warranty

options.
10. The method of claim 1, Wherein the computer system is

operatively coupled to the computer network.
11. A product Warranty selection system, comprising:
a) a product;
b) a product Warranty selection menu including a plurality
of Warranty choices and a plurality of product usage
limits, Wherein each of the plurality of Warranty choices
is associated With a different product usage limit, and
Wherein the product Warranty selection menu has been

optimized to increase pro?t by:
i) obtaining a failure rate for a product by accessing
failure and usage data,

ii) selecting a ?rst plurality of potential Warranty
options, Wherein each Warranty option has an associ
ated product usage limit and an associated Warranty

purchase cost,
iii) calculating a customer’s expected support cost based
on the failure rate for the product for each of the ?rst

plurality of Warranty options,
iv) determining an expected customer demand for each

of the ?rst plurality of Warranty options,

v) calculating a provider’s expected option pro?t for
each of the ?rst plurality of Warranty options, and
vi) calculating a provider’s expected total pro?t for the
?rst plurality of Warranty options; and
c) a selection mechanism con?gured such that selection of
a speci?c product usage limit from the Warranty choices
of the product Warranty selection menu associates a

speci?c Warranty With the speci?c product usage limit of
the product.
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12. The system of claim 11, further comprising a plurality
of product Warranty prices, wherein each of the plurality of
product usage limits is associated With a different product

Warranty price.
13. The system of claim 11, Wherein one of the plurality of
Warranty choices includes a pay-as-you-go Warranty choice.
14. The system of claim 11, Wherein the plurality of War

ranty choices is at least three Warranty choices having differ
ent product usage limits.

15. The system of claim 11, Wherein the plurality of War
ranty choices is at least four Warranty choices having different
product usage limits.
16. The system of claim 11, Wherein each of the plurality of
product usage limits represents a total accumulated usage of

the product during a Warranty period.
17. The system of claim 11, Wherein the plurality of prod
uct usage limits represents a product usage rate.
*

*

*

*
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